Why Syria? Why Now?
By Patrick Wyett
You may be wondering if Syria poses a threat to the
US. The answer is, like in Libya, no threat at all. It‘s
the consequences of our intended military actions that
pose the threat. Don’t get bogged down in the
simplistic, targeted propaganda of the various “news”
outlets. Much larger agendas are in play: A
convergence of plans and planning that are ultimately
driven by Satan, for a single purpose.
“It [the Beast] was given power to wage war against
God’s holy people and to conquer them. And it was
given authority over every tribe, people, language and
nation. All inhabitants of the earth will worship the
beast—all whose names have not been written in the
Lamb’s book of life, the Lamb who was slain from the
creation of the world” (Revelation 13:7-8).
What earthly faction wants to conquer God’s holy people? There are several to be sure, but one has emerged with
a satanic fury. Who are God’s holy people? The Quran alternatively calls them “the people of the book” and
“idolaters,” a reference to Jews and Christians. Oops, am I implicating the laughably self-labeled “peaceful”
religion? I’ll let relentless Muslim barbarity and the very words of the Quran itself, speak on behalf of Islam.
“When the sacred months are over, slay the idolaters wherever you find them. Arrest them, besiege them, and lie
in ambush everywhere for them. If they repent and take to prayer and render the alms levy, allow them to go their
way. Lo! Allah is Forgiving, Merciful” (Surah 9:5).
Convert or die; the same choice that Christians in Syria are getting; the same choice that the Antichrist will offer.
US military action to punish the Syrian government for allegedly using chemical weapons is not the end-all goal
of intervention there.
It’s just the excuse. It’s the start.
Syria is a high-level, meticulously planned intelligence operation. There would be no Syrian civil war without
direct US/Saudi involvement there. All the blood that’s been shed, the five million people that have been
displaced are on the US ledger. We provided the initial protesters, trained, imbedded and armed the terrorists, and
continue to support them in every way possible, including supplying them with chemical weapons to kill civilians
and then blame it on the Syrian government; all part of the master plan to get us involved.
Without ongoing US/Saudi military assistance to the terrorists, this war would be over in a week. Behold another
textbook example of the Hegelian Dialectic in action, in which a crisis is manufactured, public perception is
steered toward an outcry for a suggested and predetermined solution, followed by implementation of that solution.
In this case, the solution is: war.
The problem for Barry, as it currently stands, is that there’s a lack of public outcry. Oh there’s political and media
outcry, it’s just that the people aren’t buying it. Not this time. Sorry, Bill O’Reilly. The spin doesn’t stop with
you—it starts with you, for shame, Sir.
Silly sheeple… (Like your opinion have ever really mattered anyway.)

The Russians and others around the world know the truth and have stated it. Undeterred, President Barry and
Secretary-of-State Kerry hold steadfastly to their lie and deny strategy. Speaking of the hypocrite Kerry. This
unconscionable liar was on TV stating that chemical weapons have only been used three times in history: Hitler,
Saddam Hussein and now Bashar Assad in Syria. Really? World War One saw widespread use of chemical
weapons on all sides. But let’s stick to his most modern examples. Where did Saddam Hussein get the chemical
weapons that he used on the Iranians in the Iraq-Iran War from1980-1988? Surprise, they came from the CIA.
No condemnation back then, from the then, Senator Kerry. Later
when Hussein was no longer useful to the US government, his
chemical weapons use against the Kurds in northern Iraq became
crimes against humanity. CIA lot numbers were still on those
weapons. Kerry conveniently overlooks the fact that chemical
weapons, banned for use in war were used against US citizens in
Waco Texas in 1993. Those people were gassed for hours before
the highly flammable gas was ignited, starting the conflagration
that saw 80 men, women and children incinerated in their
church. Kerry was a silent senator then, too.
Now we have the latest US orchestrated attack in Syria, again utilizing chemical weapons. Sound familiar? But
this time Kerry has a lot to say, just none of its true. Russian President Putin is right; Kerry is a liar who knows
that he’s lying.
Of late, we hear of possible diplomatic solutions to the war we started. Yet, despite talk of concessions and deals
being made, nothing has changed in regard to short and long-term goals of the involved nations. War remains the
inevitable option.
Why?
Let’s start with the satanic, totalitarian/religious system of Islam. In Islam, there are two main divisions: Sunni
and Shiite. There are many sects within these entities, but these are the main two. The Sunnis, which comprise the
majority of Muslims and include Saudi Arabia and the Gulf Arab states, believe that Mohammed was the last
prophet of Allah.
The Shiites on the other hand, led by Iran and with Syria as their ally, believe that Mohammed decreed his son-inlaw, Ali, to be his heir apparent, and thus, another prophet of Allah. Make sense? It does to the Muslims. Even in
their ongoing war against the rest of humanity, they still make the time to slaughter one another ceaselessly over
this difference.
Against this backdrop, there is a push to re-establish the Muslim caliphate; ordaining a Caliph who will unite the
entire Muslim world under one banner. The struggle now between Saudi Arabia and Iran is about which ideology
the Caliph will side with. In the grand Mohammed tradition, the answer to this struggle is clear. Kill those with
whom you disagree with.
Overthrowing the secular Shiite, Assad, removes a key ally of Iran, thereby isolating Iran. Jihadist Sunnis like the
Muslim Brotherhood and Al-Qaeda would take over, as they have in Libya, Yemen and Tunisia, and like they did
in Egypt before the military booted them out. Saudi Arabia is trying to get the region in Sunni order for their next
move of Muslim world domination. This can’t happen without direct US involvement in Syria.
Another reason for war is both financial and strategic. The Sunni Arab nation of Qatar has a huge natural gas
reserve. They would like to run a pipeline from Qatar through Syria to supply the lucrative European market.
Syria says no. That’s the money side. The strategic side is that Russia is currently the natural gas supplier to
Europe. They have a monopoly, meaning they have influence there by virtue of their energy stranglehold.

Russia is a main ally of both Syria and Iran. With Assad in power, the Qatari pipeline doesn’t go through. Good
for Shiite Islam, good for Russian energy exports. Then there are the international banking interests that want a
one-world government and single currency, which they control. Talk about absolute power. Mayer Amschel
Rothschild, founder of the Rothschild banking dynasty, stated it best: “Give me control of a nation’s money and I
care not who makes the laws.”
By necessity, the current system of individual nation-states and monetary instruments must be obliterated. A
rapidly escalating war is the best mechanism to bring this about. This scenario coincides with the conditions
necessary for the coming of the Mahdi, or 12th Imam, which is the prophesied Muslim savior who will appear and
subjugate the world under Islamic rule.
This figure sounds like the Antichrist.
The US has been the tool of international banker manipulation worldwide since 1913, and especially after WWII.
The US dollar was designated the reserve currency to the world by the Bretton Woods Accord of 1944, a needed
interim monetary system while the final system was being built. It appears that our money masters are ready to
implement their final solution.
To understand current US participation in our own
demise, one must understand who Barry Soetoro is,
a.k.a. Barack Hussein Obama, and where his
allegiances lie. Officially, all we get is Barry’s word
and a bunch of sealed and concealed documents.
Unofficially, his paternal grandmother claimed that he
was born in Mombasa, Kenya, as did a campaign
biographer and featured newspaper story when Barry
was running for the state senate in Illinois. There have
been two fraudulent US birth certificates posted online,
both dismissed by experts as fakes. Ultimately, you
can’t show what you don’t have.
The alleged father of young Barry was Barack Obama, of Arab and African descent. Barack was a Muslim, as was
Barry’s stepfather, Lolo Soetoro. Barry’s mother, Stanley Ann Dunham was an atheist, her parents dedicated
communists. Barry spent his early years in Indonesia, temporarily attending a Catholic school there, and later, a
Muslim school, or Madrasas. These were his formative years and influences. It doesn’t get any better from there.
Eventually brought to the US, Barry’s grandparents found a mentor and father figure for Barry, one Frank
Marshall Davis. Davis was a radical communist activist. Barry’s high school and early years at Occidental
College were, by his own admission, more about alcohol and drugs than academics. By accounts, it might be bit
charitable to say that his grades were average. Maybe that’s why his grades are sealed. Also sealed are his college
financial disclosures that would indicate that he attended college as a foreign aid student.
Somehow, despite unremarkable grades and limited financial resources, Barry claims to have attended Columbia
University, though those who would’ve been his classmates and professors at the time have no recollection of
him. Barry was and is not the genius that the media and his campaign portray him as. His redeeming qualities are
that he can read a teleprompter, likes to be the center of attention and made the right associations.
The odd, halting way that he speaks, the so-called Obama cadence, is nothing more than reading and saying a few
words off the teleprompter at a time. Take the teleprompter away and the most common sound out of his mouth
is, “Uh.” Lying isn’t the problem, it’s trying to phrase the lie properly that gets Barry tongue-tied.
Yet through it all though, somebody had an eye on him. A Saudi contribution to Harvard in the amount of twenty
million dollars coincided with Barry getting into Harvard and being elected editor of the Harvard Law Review.
His infamous bowing down to King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia is now more easily understood.

Barry admits to having sought out Marxist professors during his college years. A classmate of Barry’s, also a
Marxist at the time, claims that Barry considered the communist government of the Soviet Union as the best form
of government. Of course you know about Jeremiah Wright, Bill Ayers, Barry’s admiration of Saul Alinsky, his
Connecticut Social Security number and his bragged-about time as a community agitator.
Did you also know that Malik Obama, Barry’s half-brother, is a prominent Muslim Brotherhood member? Wow,
given Barry’s familial background, who would’ve guessed?
In summary, we have a foreign-born individual raised as a Muslim who became enamored with Marxism. In an
unprecedented and supernatural rise to power, this same individual became president of the United States. A
narcissist of no personal accomplishment or merit, who never earned anything in his life, and who’s had
everything handed to him.
How could such a person achieve high political office? The following Scriptures demonstrate the authority that
Satan has. He was tempting Jesus.
“The devil led him up to a high place and showed him in an instant all the kingdoms of the world. And he said to
him, “I will give you all their authority and splendor; it has been given to me, and I can give it to anyone I
want to. If you worship me, it will all be yours” (Luke 4:5-7, emphasis added).
Jesus rejected Satan’s offer. Maybe with Barry, he’s found a taker. To be sure, whatever Barry lacks in certain
areas, he more than makes up for with evil. All told, he is uniquely qualified, empowered and positioned for his
role in these end times. Remember the promise to fundamentally transform America? Witness that fulfillment.
The economy is in ruins and continues to deteriorate.
Our sinking morality now rivals Sodom and Gomorrah. The US military has been gutted of effective leadership,
replaced by Muslim sympathizers, atheists and homosexuals. Next generation weapons systems to counter
Russian and Chinese technology have been cancelled, and overall morale within the military is degraded by pay
cuts, benefits reductions and endless deployments in Muslim lands for no other seeming reason than for our
personnel to be bled.
There are no military goals and the rules of engagement are mind-numbingly idiotic. On the home front, the great
zeal is population disarmament and the forced acceptance of homosexuality. Get the picture?
We are overtly supporting Al-Qaeda, the Muslim Brotherhood and various other Muslim terrorist groups that
have attacked us and have sworn to destroy us. Do you understand the magnitude of what you just read? This is
treason!
To add insult, a couple of days ago, the leader of Al-Qaeda, Ayman al-Zawahri, called for terrorist attacks inside
the United States. That’s the Muslim way of saying “thank you.” Does this make any sense? It does if you aspire
to make war against God’s holy people and conquering them.
Christians are being specifically targeted for beheadings, rape and torture by US-backed terrorists throughout the
Middle East. These Muslim monsters are human in form only. Their actions are purely demonic. They work for
Barry.
There are no good options now. If the US attacks Syria, the consequences of the war threaten broad global
destruction as other nations are rapidly drawn in. Israel will certainly be attacked and forced to respond. If we
don’t attack, after Barry’s blustering and threats, Syria, Iran, Hezbollah and others will be emboldened to act with
impunity because of our weakness. By this I mean an all-out attack on Israel.
Israel is now in the bull’s-eye. Pray that Israel will seek God as their strength and refuge.

I have to wonder if the plan all along was to weaken America on every front, then lead us into a war that
ultimately pits us against a waiting Russia and China, to our destruction. You think Barry cares about the
consequences? I don’t. He has his own plans, or at least his master does.
Due to Barry’s machinations, built on the works of many traitors before him, the world hates the US. I ascribe to
the idea that the prostitute of Revelation is the United States, whom Barry likewise hates.
“Then the angel said to me, “The waters you saw, where the prostitute sits, are peoples, multitudes, nations and
languages. The beast and the ten horns you saw will hate the prostitute. They will bring her to ruin and leave her
naked; they will eat her flesh and burn her with fire. For God has put it into their hearts to accomplish his purpose
by agreeing to hand over to the beast their royal authority, until God’s words are fulfilled” (Revelation 17:15-17).
Where Barry is currently isn’t his final aspiration on the world scene. His disdain for this country and our
Christian heritage is readily apparent to anyone not blinded by delusion.
“For this reason God sends them a powerful delusion so that they will believe the lie and so that all will be
condemned who have not believed the truth but have delighted in wickedness” (2 Thessalonians 2:11-12).
I am a bit taken aback by these last few paragraphs. This is not how I had envisioned ending this article. I go
where the spirit leads me. Any perceived error is mine. I would tell you that my constant prayer is for discernment
and understanding, not that I’m infallible.
““What is truth?” retorted Pilate” (John 18:38A).
Indeed, in a world of lies and manipulation of the facts, what is truth?
“Jesus answered, “I am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father except through me” (John
14:6).
Take it to Jesus in prayer. Any concerns, any doubts.
“Then you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free” (John 8:32).
Jesus is waiting. Live free! Be free!
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